
F.  Measures 

Measure the success of the Change Initiative 
(Martin Gosden 1st Group) 
 

1. What factors contribute to success? 

Good vision + benefits defined at outset 

(Surveys) 

Current state measures/baseline 

Defined success criteria (to meet staff and customer needs) 

Benefits management resource 

Ability to sustain realisation 

Feedback mechanisms 

Rewards + recognition 

Pilot/incremental delivery 

2. Pitfalls 

- Incorrect success measures (time, cost + quality??) 

- Not understanding customer needs or wants 

- Measure what is easy to measure 

- Lack of independent verification 

- Optimism bias 

- Perceptions of success different to criteria 

- Not measuring negative consequences -> competing initiatives 

  



F.  Measures 

Measure the success of the Change Initiative 
 

3. Methods 

- Requirement management linking to benefits management (mapping) + 

prioritising 

- HMT green book (5 case model) 

- APM benefits management SIG – highly recommended!! 

- Agile/incremental approach 

  



F.  Measures 

Measure the success of the Change Initiative 
(Martin Gosden 2nd group) 
 

1. Factors which help 

- Baseline info 

- What are you trying to achieve 

- Roles/accountability/terms of reference 

- Tangible/smart/well defined measures 

- ‘Soft’ measures/benefits 

- Understand dis-benefits (what you give up) 

- Choose appropriate methodology 

- Resource benefits realisation 

- Staff attitude/turnover 

- Performance/productivity returns or exceeds previous state 

- Impact on BAU 

- Success criteria agreed up front 

- Frequency of review of metrics 

- Identify leading indicators 

- Are benefits actually attributed to project? 

- Benefits lead approach 

  



F.  Measures 

Measure the success of the Change Initiative 
 

2. Pitfalls 

- Too much effort on measuring benefit without moving forward 

- Change of measure/scope during implementation 

- Wrong team responsible 

- Personality lead measurement 

- ‘Flogging dead’ horse 

- Plan (lack of) for collating data – lack of appropriate tools 

- Lack of buy-in from outset 

- Unrealistic expectations 

- Double counting benefits 

 

3. Methods 

- KPIs/CSF 

- Dashboards 

- Focus groups 

- Surveys 

- Tools/models for benefits realisation – APM; EFQM 

- App’s 

- P3M3 

- Positivity/understanding graphs 

  



F.  Measures 

Measure the success of the Change Initiative 
(Gary Mainwaring 1st group) 
 

1. Success Factors 

- Define AS – IS, TO BE.  How to get there – communicate 

- Use benefits team 

- Need agreed blueprint/benefits strategy 

- Need clear baseline (quantitative (tangible) / qualitative (intangible)) 

- Employee engagement  

- ‘Make it personal’/user stories 

- Reinforcement of benefits realised 

 

2. Pitfalls to avoid 

- Avoid subjective measures 

- Ensure correct measures 

- Just don’t receive the metric – people’s opinion is key 

- Avoid ‘functional view’ – need holistic view of benefits 

- Don’t keep metrics to core team – communicate 

- Don’t just focus on financial benefits 

- Need good change control 

 

3. Methodologies 

- Benefits mapping (KISS – keep it simple stupid) 

- Frequency of monitoring/comms – stakeholder management plan 

- Use of ‘pilots’ before full roll-out 

- Tailor a recognised framework (metrics) 

 

4. Anecdotes, etc 

- Senior management refuse to sign off approval of implemented changes 

- Be honest if didn’t fully achieve expected benefits 

- Use of ‘data miner’ to generate bespoke ‘balanced scorecard’  



F.  Measures 

Measure the success of the Change Initiative 
(Gary Mainwaring 2nd group) 
 

1. Success Factors 

- Define messages for each stakeholder (type) 

- Use benefits management 

- Baseline current ‘performance’ + new performance after delivery 

- “Regular” review of business case 

- Use tangible measurements (where possible) 

- Put ‘benefits realisation’ to front of project reviews 

 

2. Pitfalls to avoid 

- Metrics that mean nothing 

- Don’t keep messages to ‘senior management team’ – communicate to all 

levels 

- Keep aware of end benefits not just how to get there 

- Don’t over commit to benefits to be realised 

 

3. Methodologies 

- “Understandable” benefits mapping 

- Surveys, performance appraisals 

- SLA (service level agreements) 

- MSP (managing successful programmes) 

- Employee engagement survey, exit interview 

 

4. Anecdotes, etc 

- Person who initiates change programme invariably leave prior to end 

 



F.  Measures 

Measure the success of the Change Initiative 
(Dana Bopp) 

• “Scope doesn’t creep, understanding increases.” 

• Most projects don't measure. It’s more informal 

• Anecdotes: 

o They didn’t actually do well when they measured it 

o If you put the measure at the beginning then you might not be able to 

be responsive so you are “tied” to that objective 

• The problem with measure is in measuring intangibles – might cost more to 

measure than the benefit of the project. 

o You have to ask what is the value of the measurement 

o How do you measure intangibles 

• Impact of closing out: 

o Sometimes if the team disperses before you close out and complete 

the measures 

o Burges Salmon won’t allocate you to close out a project until you’ve 

compared the benefits 

o Sometimes a measurement has to be longer term such as a system 

implementation and the users never started using the system 

o Benefits don’t end up being measured because the teams disperse – 

some organisations have specific teams who do the measurement 

• How do most organisations define success?  A lot of organisations attach the 

assessment on the success of a project to political favour of the project lead 

OR limited impact to the business – soft landing (if the change or disruption is 

limited then the project is successful) 


